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This paper attempts to improve the accuracy of navigation accuracy evaluation of inertial
navigation system (INS). Firstly, the course effect error of the INS was analyzed in details.
Then, the errors of inertial devices like gyro and accelerometer were modelled separately.
Based on these models, the author simulated how the course effect error and the second-order
errors related to the specific force (SF2Es) affect the speed error, position error and attitude
error of the INS, under two trajectory conditions. Based on the solution of the models, a
navigation accuracy evaluation software was developed, which can evaluate one or more INSs
at the same time. The research findings lay the theoretical basis for INS navigation accuracy
evaluation.
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1. INTRODUCTION

further improve the navigation accuracy.
Many scholars have explained the mechanism of the course
effect and compensated the heading drift. For example, Xu et
al. [11] suggests that the gyro needs to move along different
paths to the same azimuth from different initial azimuths (i.e.
different relative rotation angles between the casing and the
platform), and then derives the output variation of the gyro in
the same direction. The output variation is mainly because of
the difference between the casing and the platform in relative
displacement, revealing that the course effect has something
to do with the relative movement between the causing and the
platform. In addition, the constant drift will change with the
additional disturbance torque, when the aircraft changes its
heading. Hu and Du [12] points out that the horizontal twoaxis course effect may occur under the zero position of the
platform servo circuit or the interference torque on the frame
and the frame axis, and analyzes the mechanism of the HE.
Moreover, the platform course effect was compensated with
the orthogonal elastic drift compensation circuit, reducing the
drift by 90 %. He et al. [13] highlights the fatal effect of the
course effect on high-precision space-stable PINS, examines
the interaction between heading change, temperature and
platform drift variation, and proposes to compensate the
course effect error with the temperature-varying Fourier
expansion. Xu et al. [11] explores the influence mechanism of
under the zero position of the platform servo circuit, the
interference torque on the frame axis and the vibrations in the
INS over the HE.
The above studies have explained the course effect
mechanism and compensated the course effect error. However,
there is no report to consider the influence of the course effect
over navigation accuracy in maneuvering flight, or the impacts
of the second-order error related to the specific force (SF2E)
on the navigation accuracy under different trajectory
conditions. To make up for these gaps, this paper explores how
the navigation accuracy is affected by the course effect and the
SF2E under different environments, improves the error model

To achieve accurate navigation solution, the inertial
navigation system (INS) needs to be corrected and
compensated to minimize system error. The error
compensation depends on the accuracy of the error model. In
fact, the error model is a function of the errors of inertial
devices. The more accurate the error model, the better the
inertial devices perform, and the more accurate the INS [1, 2].
Currently, there are two ways to establish the error model of
inertial device: (1) in-depth analysis of the error sources of
inertial devices, and calibration of error coefficients related to
temperature, acceleration and angular velocity; (2) statistical
analysis of the input-output relationships of inertial devices.
The two methods should be selected according to the actual
situation [3, 4].
The various errors in the INS can be divided into gyro errors,
accelerometer errors, mounting errors of other inertial devices,
initial state error of the system, alignment error, etc. The
coupling of these errors directly affects the navigation
accuracy of the INS [5]. The effect varies with the
environments [6]. Among them, the course effect error cannot
be neglected in platform inertial navigation system (PINS),
due to its significant impact on the navigation accuracy [7].
Since the platform has a much larger drift angular rate than
the gyro, a drift component emerges that changes with the
course angle of the platform. Besides, the number of pulses
outputted by the gyro under significant heading change differs
greatly from that computed based on the calibration results
under slight heading change. These phenomena are referred to
as the course effect [8]. Repeated experiments have shown that
new drift occurs under additional disturbance torque. This drift
component is known as the course effect error of the gyro [9].
To calibrate the gyro course effect of the INS, Tang et al. [10]
sets up a mathematical model to analyze the error transmission
law, and applies a torque to the gyro torquer for platform
precession, aiming to offset the platform course effect and
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for the evaluation of navigation accuracy, and designs an
evaluation software for the INS navigation accuracy.

The course error of the platform at the reference point can
be obtained through the two data extraction methods.
Considering that the test data are small sample unequal
interval data, the sample size was expanded at proper intervals
through interpolation. The common interpolation methods
include linear interpolation, Lagrange interpolation, spline
interpolation [14, 15]. In actual engineering, Lagrange twopoint interpolation, Lagrange three-point quadratic
interpolation (parabolic interpolation) and least squares
approximation should be selected if the number of measuring
points and test accuracy need to be considered [16].

2. COURSE EFFECT ERROR
The course effect exerts different degrees of impacts on
different platforms. The most significant impact appears on the
dynamically tuned gyro platform, which reaches 0.1~0.2°/h in
amplitude. The platform will select a maneuvering strategy for
orbital transfer that best suits the target. Each strategy is
unique in casing-platform angle and platform drift features,
call for a specific method to calibrate and compensate errors.
The course effect error has good repeatability, and varies
with the platform frame angles. The course effect error should
be calibrated regularly, such that the errors could be corrected
in real time. The course effect error could be calibrated
passively, taking the turntable as the reference of azimuth
measurement. Passive calibration is usually performed in the
lab. The INS must be removed from the missile and installed
on the turntable for calibration. This complex calibration
method consumes a long time and raises a strict requirement
on the test site.
The course effect error could also be calibrated actively in
any site, without using the turntable. The active calibration
utilizes the structural features of the INS framework: the
rotating platform moves relatively to the framework, changing
the course angle. Thus, the changing course angle is measured
to compute the drift output of the test point. On the upside, the
active method supports self-calibration on the missile and
enjoys a wide application range. On the downside, the method
takes a long time for readjustment and faces a large
interference. During active calibration, manual commands are
applied on the platform azimuth, such that the platform moves
stably relative to the casing. Then, the course sensors will
measure and record data from 6 or 8 reference test points.
The data of active calibration can be extracted in two
methods, namely, the course effect error method and rotating
casing method. The former is cited to explain the data
extraction of active calibration. The extraction of course effect
test data is complicated by the fact that the angular velocity
component of the earth's rotation is not a constant, when the
azimuth angle changes. In the z-axis direction,  ie = ie sin 

3. ERROR MODELS OF INERTIAL DEVICES
3.1 Gyro error model
The INS errors can be divided into deterministic error and
random error. The former can be fully compensated, while the
latter can only be described statistically, due to the influence
of random disturbance. For example, the scale error of the gyro
is a deterministic error [17]. During initial alignment, this error
can be compensated using calibration or the technical indices
provided by the producer [18]. Meanwhile, the zero error is a
complex random error of the gyro, and can only be described
as a random process [19-20]. In the PINS, the gyro errors are
usually illustrated by the static drift model in the online motion
environment:

d = K d + K x az + K y a y + K z az + K xy ax a y
+ K yz a y az + K xx ax2 + K yy a y2 + K zz az2

where, ωd is the drift rate error; Kd is the constant drift; Kxy, Kyz
and Kxz are cross product errors related to the specific force;
Kx, Ky and Kz are the first-order errors related to the specific
force; Kxx, Kyy and Kzz are the SF2Es; ax, ay and az are the
specific force along the corresponding axis.
3.2 Accelerometer error model
The quartz flexible accelerometer, as a high-precision
pendulum sensor accelerometer, is widely seen in modern
INSs, thanks to its high accuracy and reliability. There are
many error sources of the quartz flexible accelerometer,
including but not limited to stability error of scale factor,
nonlinear error and zero offset. Our research mainly focuses
on zero offset, scale error, mounting error and second-order
errors. The zero offset consists of constant zero offset and
random zero offset; the second-order errors refer to the output
errors related to the square of the input acceleration, i.e.
second-order nonlinear coefficients. Based on the above
analysis and accelerometer output principle, the accelerometer
errors of the PINS can be modelled as:

z

does not change with the azimuth angle. Thus, the two
extraction methods are the same. Along the x- and y- axes, the
torque
currents
of
and
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 ie = ie cos  sin  change with the azimuth angle. Therefore,
x

the two components need to be computed. Taking the y-axis
for instance, the angular velocity component of the earth’s
rotation at each measuring point can be expressed as:
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of second-order errors, with

If the PINS is a static or low dynamic environment, the
nonlinear errors of the accelerometer are neglected, and only
linear errors need to be modelled. If the PINS is in a dynamic
environment, the navigation error induced by the nonlinear
errors of the accelerometer will gradually accumulate. If this
error is considered, the model solution will be more accurate.
In the static or low dynamic environment, the second-order
errors of the accelerometer are often ignored. If the PINS
makes multiple turns or speeds up, the SF2Es must be taken
into account. Therefore, this paper analyzes the excitation of
the SF2Es under the dynamic environment. The other errors,
which may also be excited in such an environment, are not
considered due to the lack of time.

is the matrix of

1 
0 

0  is the matrix
 k33a 

 k11a ,  k 22a

second-order error of each axis; a =[ ax

and

 k33a

being the

ay az ]T and

T

a = ax ay az  are the constant zero-offset

4. SIMULATION VERIFICATION

and the random zero-offset, respectively, with x, y and z being
the three axes.
The following accelerometer errors that might affect the
navigation accuracy: scale error, zero-offset errors, mounting
error, the errors related to acceleration and the errors related to
the square of acceleration.

Two trajectories were set up on an aircraft trajectory design
software, namely, the trajectory without maneuvering flight
and the trajectory with maneuvering flight (Figure 1).

(a) The trajectory without maneuvering flight

(b) The trajectory with maneuvering flight

Figure 1. The trajectories of an aircraft
4.1 Effects of course effect error on navigation accuracy
The INS error model was used to simulate the navigation
accuracy under course effect error without maneuvering flight.
The results (red solid curves) were compared with those
without course effect error (black dotted curves) (Figures 2~4).

Figure 3. Effects of course effect error on navigation speed
(without maneuvering flight)
From Figures 2~4, it can be seen that, without maneuvering
flight, the navigation accuracy in the presence of course effect
error was always better than that in the absence of course effect
error, revealing the significant impacts of course effect error
on navigation accuracy without maneuvering flight.
Next, the navigation accuracy was simulated under course
effect error with maneuvering flight. The results (red solid

Figure 2. Effects of course effect error on navigation attitude
(without maneuvering flight)
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curves) were compared with those without course effect error
(black dotted curves) (Figures 5~7). Note that the evaluation
accuracy was increased by 5 %.
As shown in Figures 5~7, with maneuvering flight, the
navigation accuracy in the presence of course effect error was
always better than that in the absence of course effect error.
Therefore, the course effect error exerts major impacts on
navigation accuracy, with or without maneuvering flight.

Figure 7. Effects of course effect error on navigation
position (with maneuvering flight)
4.2 Effects of the SF2Es on navigation accuracy
The effects of the SF2Es were simulated with the following
parameters: the gyro’s SF2E, 0.05°/h/g2; the accelerometer’s
SF2E, 5×10-5s2/m.
Without considering the other errors (e.g. course effect
error), the effects of the SF2Es on navigation accuracy were
simulated without maneuvering flight. The results (red solid
curves) were compared with those without considering the
SF2Es (black dotted curves) (Figures 8~10).

Figure 4. Effects of course effect error on navigation
position (without maneuvering flight)

Figure 5. Effects of course effect error on navigation attitude
(with maneuvering flight)

Figure 8. Effects of the SF2Es on navigation attitude
(without maneuvering flight)

Figure 9. Effects of the SF2Es on navigation speed (without
maneuvering flight)

Figure 6. Effects of course effect error on navigation speed
(with maneuvering flight)
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Figure 10. Effects of the SF2Es on navigation position
(without maneuvering flight)

Figure 13. Effects of the SF2Es on navigation position (with
maneuvering flight)

It can be seen from Figures 8~10 that, without maneuvering
flight, the navigation accuracy remained basically the same,
whether the SF2Es are considered or not. More careful
observations show that the navigation accuracy considering
the SF2Es was slightly better than that without considering the
SF2Es. Thus, the SF2Es have a negligible impact on
navigation accuracy.
Considering the other errors (e.g. course effect error), the
effects of the SF2Es on navigation accuracy were simulated
with maneuvering flight. The results (red solid curves) were
compared with those without considering the SF2Es (black
dotted curves) (Figures 11~13). Note that the accelerometer
SF2E was adjusted to 1×10-5s2/m.

As shown in Figures 10~13, with maneuvering flight, the
navigation accuracy considering the SF2Es was clearly better
than that without considering the SF2Es. This means the
SF2Es have significant impacts on navigation accuracy with
maneuvering flight. To sum up, the SF2Es can be neglected
without maneuvering flight, but must be considered with
maneuvering flight.
5. SOFTWARE DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
This section designs a navigation accuracy evaluation
software based on error model solution. The software interface
is shown in Figure 15. The navigation accuracy is evaluated in
the following steps: First, click on the lower left button to
upload the trajectory. Then, input the errors of inertial devices
at the center of the interface, and configure the errors. After
that, select “number of sampling collections” and
“classification threshold” in the lower middle part. The
number of sampling collections stands for the number of
iterations to evaluate the navigation accuracy, while the
classification threshold varies with the PINS level (the PINSs
with different functions require different navigation systems).
In the interface, the upper right corner lists the impact points
and the circles representing the levels of evaluated navigation
accuracy; the lower right part is the map of x and y-axis speed
errors. To determine the navigation accuracy of the PINS, the
evaluation results in the lower right part should be evaluated
against the preset indices.

Figure 11. Effects of the SF2Es on navigation attitude (with
maneuvering flight)

Figure 14. Interface of navigation accuracy evaluation
software
Figure 12. Effects of the SF2Es on navigation speed (with
maneuvering flight)

After solving a single PINS error model, the author inputted
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the trajectory and inertial device errors, and set and the number
of sample collections and classification threshold to 100 and
1n mile, respectively. The samples were collected by MonteCarlo method. Four levels of navigation accuracy were defined:
Class A (the impact point deviates from the target by less than
0.5n mile), Class B (the impact point deviates from the target
by 0.5~1n mile), Class C (the impact point deviates from the
target by 1~2nm) and Class D (the impact point deviates from
the target by greater than 2n mile). The impact points are
shown in red boxes of Figure 14. The x- and y-axis speed
errors and evaluation results are also given in that figure.
It can be seen that the probabilities for x- and y-axis speeds
to fall within ±1m/s were 74.32% and 70.2%, respectively; the
probability for the impact point to deviate from the target by
less than 1n mile was 84.4%. Therefore, this PINS is a Class
B system in terms of navigation accuracy.
The software also offers a window to import INS data in
batches, enabling the navigation accuracy evaluation of
multiple INSs. The user only needs to select the relevant data
and click on the open button. Here, the data of four PINSs are
uploaded at the same time. Once the data have been uploaded,
a prompt will appear signifying the success of uploading. The
number of sample collections and classification threshold were
set to 100 and 1,852m, respectively. Then, the author selected
error model-based evaluation method in the red box of Figure
16, and clicked on the comprehensive evaluation button. Soon,
the evaluation results appeared in that red box.

on the four PINSs were displayed on the lower right corner:
the first PINS belongs to Class B, the second and third PINSs
belong to Class C, and the fourth PINS belong to Class D.
6. CONCLUSIONS
Starting with the error equations of the INS, this paper
analyzes the effects of course effect error on the PINS
navigation error, and develops the error models for gyro and
accelerometer. Based on these models, the author examined
how the course effect error and the SF2Es affect the speed
error, position error and attitude error of the INS, under two
trajectory conditions. Finally, a navigation accuracy
evaluation software was designed and implemented. The
software can compute the speed errors and evaluate the level
of navigation accuracy of one or more INSs based on the
deviation of impacts points from the target.
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